The construction of a reliable, practically useful prediction rule for future responses is heavily dependent on the 'adequacy' of the fitted regression model. In this article, we consider the absolute prediction error, the expected value of the absolute difference between the future and predicted responses, as the model evaluation criterion. This prediction error is easier to interpret than the average squared error and is equivalent to the misclassification error for a binary outcome. We show that the prediction error can be consistently estimated via the resubstitution and crossvalidation methods even when the fitted model is not correctly specified. Furthermore, we show that the resulting estimators are asymptotically normal. When the prediction rule is 'nonsmooth', the variance of the above normal distribution can be estimated well with a perturbation-resampling method. With two real examples and an extensive simulation study, we demonstrate that the interval estimates obtained from the above normal approximation for the prediction errors provide much more information about model adequacy than their point-estimate counterparts.
INTRODUCTION
Often aggregate prediction errors, which measure the 'distance' between the future and predicted outcomes, are used to evaluate the adequacy of a fitted model or compare competing models (Davison & Hinkley, 1997, §6.4) . Methods for estimating prediction errors are mainly based on the apparent or resubstitution error, crossvalidation, bootstrap and covariance penalties (Akaike, 1973; Mallows, 1973; Stein, 1981; Efron, 1983 Efron, , 1986 Efron, , 2004 Breiman, 1992; Shao, 1993 Shao, , 1996 Efron & Tibshirani, 1997; Ye, 1998; Tibshirani & Knight, 1999) . Recent research in this area was mostly devoted to reducing bias of the apparent error when the sample size is not large with respect to the number of unknown parameters in the fitted model (Molinaro et al., 2005) .
For the case with a continuous response variable, generally the prediction error considered in the literature is the average squared error. This choice is driven by mathematical convenience rather than physical relevance. Moreover, little effort has been made to study the distributional properties of the estimated prediction error.
In this article, we assume that the sample size is relatively large with respect to the dimension of the vector of regression parameters. Furthermore, instead of using the L 2 norm, we consider the average absolute prediction error, the expected value of the absolute difference between the future and predicted responses. For binary response, this prediction error is the misclassification error.
APPROXIMATIONS TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED PREDICTION ERROR
Let Y be a continuous or binary response variable and let X be the vector of its predictors. Let Z, a p × 1 bounded vector, be a function of X. Also, let {(Y i , Z i ), i = 1,. . . , n} be n independent copies of (Y, Z). Denote by Z 0 the Z-value of a future observation, drawn independently from the population generating (Y, Z). Let a prediction for its response Y 0 be derived from a regression model assuming that the conditional mean E(Y |Z) has a parametric form g(β Z), where g(·) is a known, strictly increasing, differentiable function and β is the vector of unknown parameters. Letβ be an estimator of β based on the entire dataset {(Y i , Z i ), i = 1,. . . , n} and letŶ (β Z 0 ) be the predicted value for Y 0 . For instance, if Y is a continuous variable, one may letŶ (β Z 0 ) = g(β Z 0 ). If Y is a binary variable, one may letŶ (β Z 0 ) = I {g(β Z 0 ) 0·5}, a commonly used binary prediction rule, where I (·) is the indicator function.
To evaluate how well the fitted model predicts this future response Y 0 , we consider the absolute prediction error D 0 or a function thereof, where
and the expectation E is with respect to {(Y i , Z i ), i = 1,. . . , n} and (Y 0 , Z 0 ). Note that D 0 depends on the sample size n. To estimate D 0 , we first consider the so-called 'apparent or resubstitution error'D(β), wherê (Davison & Hinkley, 1997, §6.4) .
To approximate the large sample distribution of {D(β) − D 0 }, we need to show that β is stabilized as n increases when the fitted model may not be correctly specified; that at Stanford University on March 14, 2012 http://biomet.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from is,β converges to a constant vector in probability, as n → ∞. If we use a parametric likelihood score function S † (β) to estimate β, under the strong assumption that the equation E{S † (β)} = 0 has a unique root, generallyβ converges to this root in probability (White, 1982) . Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to verify the above uniqueness condition even when the estimatorβ exists and is unique for any finite sample size n under the fitted model (Silvapulle, 1981; Jacobsen, 1989) .
We propose to estimate β via the simple estimating function
First, we assume that, if J is the support of
], E(Y ) < ∞, and both the matrix n −1 n i=1 Z i Z i and its limit are positive definite. Furthermore, when Y is a binary outcome, we assume an additional condition that one cannot find a vector b such that I (Y 1 > Y 2 ) = I (b Z 1 > b Z 2 ) almost surely. Note that the above mild conditions are needed for consistency ofβ even when g(β Z) is the correct form of the true conditional mean of Y given Z. In Appendix 1, without assuming that g(β Z) is the correct form of the conditional mean of Y given Z, we show that there is a unique rootβ to S(β) = 0, almost surely, and also a unique root β 0 to E{S(β)} = 0. We then show thatβ converges to β 0 in probability, as n → ∞. When there exists a β
We now assume that the conditional density or probability mass function of Y given Z is continuously differentiable. In Appendix 2, we show thatD(β) is a good estimator for D 0 in the sense that {D(β) − D 0 } converges to zero in probability, as n → ∞. To draw inferences about D 0 , one needs a good approximation to the distribution ofD(β). AlthoughD(β) is not differentiable with respect to β, we show in Appendix 2 that the distribution of
is asymptotically Gaussian with mean 0.
For this case, the variance of W in (4) can be consistently estimated by
g(x) = dg(x)/dx, and
the quasi-derivative ofD(β). The justification of consistency of (5) is given in Appendix 2.
where c is a pre-specified constant, the variance of W may involve the unknown conditional density or probability mass function of Y given Z, efficient estimation of which is difficult 300 LU TIAN, TIANXI CAI, ELS GOETGHEBEUR AND L. J. WEI nonparametrically, especially when the dimension of Z is large. In general, one may use a perturbation-resampling technique to obtain an approximation to the distribution of W . To be specific, let y and z be the observed values of Y and Z, and let G i , i = 1,. . . , n, be independent and identically distributed random variables with a known distribution whose mean and variance are one. Furthermore, let β * be the solution to the equation
Note that the only random quantities in S * (β) are the G i 's. Next, letD(β) andβ be the observedD(β) andβ, respectively, and let
It is straightforward to show that, for large n, the unconditional distribution of W in (4) can be approximated well by the conditional distribution of W * given the data. This perturbation-resampling technique has been used successfully, for example by Park & Wei (2003) and Cai et al. (2005) . Note that the distribution of W * can be easily approximated via a large number, M say, of realizations from {G i , i = 1,. . . , n}. For each realized sample, we compute the corresponding realized W * . The distribution of W can then be approximated based on these M independent realizations of W * , and interval estimates for D 0 can be constructed accordingly. The length of such an interval, coupled with the observed point estimatẽ D(β) and the scale of the response variable Y , provides an easily interpretable metric for assessing the adequacy of the prediction rule based on the fitted model.
It is interesting to note that, if (G 1 ,. . . , G n ) is a multinomial random vector with size n and marginal cell probabilities of n −1 , the resulting W * obtained by replacing G i − 1 in (9) by G i is essentially the bootstrap counterpart of W . It is not clear, however, how to justify analytically whether or not the bootstrapping provides a good approximation to the distribution of W under the current setting.
For a small or moderate sample size n with respect to the dimension p of β,D(β) may underestimate D 0 . One way of reducing such bias is to use crossvalidation procedures to estimate D 0 . To this end, first consider the popular K-fold crossvalidation method. We randomly split the data into K disjoint subsets of about equal sizes and label them as I k , k = 1,. . . , K. For each k, we use all observations which are not in I k to obtain an estimateβ (−k) for β via (3), and then compute the predicted error estimatorD (k) {β (−k) } via (2) based on observations in I k . Then, an average prediction error estimator for D 0 iŝ
When K is fixed and relatively small with respect to n, for each k = 1,. . . , K, the sizes of training and validation sets are of order n and {D − D 0 } converges to 0 in probability. Furthermore, eachD (k) (β) is locally linear around β 0 . It follows from the multivariate central limit theorem that
is asymptotically normal. In Appendix 3, we show that the limiting distribution of W is the same as that of W . Therefore, the point estimatesD(β) andD may be different, but, for large n, a confidence interval for the absolute predicted error based on the K-fold crossvalidation method has approximately the same length as that based on the apparent error. For a more general random crossvalidation scheme, let n t and n v be the 'average' sizes of the training and validation sets, where n t /n and n v /n converge to nonzero constants, as n → ∞. The assignments of the datapoints to the training set are determined by independent tossings of a coin each time with a 'success probability' of n t /n. We then use all observations in the training set to obtain an estimateβ t for β via (3) and compute the correspondingD(β t ) in (2) based on the validation set. We repeat this process by taking a fresh random training set at each stage. LetD be the averageD(β t ) defined as in (10), but where the summation is over the entire set of possible training-validation splits. In Appendix 4, we show that n 1/2 (D − D 0 ) has the same limiting distribution as that of W in (4). In practice, one may generate a large number of random splits to approximateD. Note that the conventional leave-one-out method does not belong to the above class of crossvalidation procedures.
An interesting hybrid of crossvalidation and apparent error, the 0·632 bootstrap estimator, for estimating the prediction error was proposed by Efron & Tibshirani (1997) . This estimator is essentially a linear combination of the apparent error and a crossvalidation counterpart. If the crossvalidation component belongs to the class discussed in the last paragraph, this combination has the same large sample distribution as W . However, since Efron and Tibshirani's estimator uses a smooth version of leave-one-out crossvalidation, it is not clear how to justify its large sample approximation.
COMPARING MODELS BASED ON ESTIMATED PREDICTION

ERRORS
Suppose that, for a fixed vector X of predictors, there are two competing regression models, g j (β j Z (j ) ), j = 1, 2, say, where the p j -dimensional vector Z (j ) is a function of X andβ j is the estimator from (3) with the data {(Y i , Z (j )i ), i = 1,. . . , n}. The theoretical and empirical prediction errors D 0j andD j (β j ) are defined by (1) and (2) accordingly, for j = 1, 2. We are interested in drawing inferences about, for example, = D 02 − D 01 to assess how much improvement Model 1 offers over Model 2.
A consistent estimator for isˆ =D 2 (β 2 ) −D 1 (β 1 ). It follows from the arguments in §2 that
is asymptotically normal with mean 0. To approximate this normal distribution, one may use the analytical or perturbation method discussed in §2. For the resampling method, let β * j be the solution of For the K-fold crossvalidation method, the estimatorD 2 −D 1 , whereD j is defined by (10) for Model j, j = 1, 2, may be less biased thanˆ for small sample cases. On the other hand, let W j be defined by (11) based on Model j . The limiting distribution of (W 2 − W 1 ) is the same as that of W . Similarly, for general crossvalidation or its hybrids as discussed in §2, the distribution of the corresponding n 1/2 (D 2 −D 1 − ) can also be approximated by that of W .
EXAMPLES
We use two examples to illustrate the proposed procedures, one with a continuous response and one with a binary outcome.
The data of the first example are from the clinical trial, ACTG 320, conducted by the AIDS Clinical Trials Group to evaluate the benefit of using a three-drug combination therapy, which includes indinarvir, zidovudine and lamivudine, for treating HIV-infected patients (Hammer et al., 1997) . There were 583 patients randomly assigned to this treatment group. Even with the relatively potent therapy, a significant proportion of patients will not respond to treatment. It is therefore important to identify early biomarkers, which can predict treatment failure effectively, for future patients' care and management.
In this example, we let the response variable Y be the change of CD4 cell counts from Week 0 to week 24, an important measure of the patient's immune response. This variable is still one of the major endpoints for modern clinical studies of HIV diseases, especially those conducted in resource-limited countries. Based on ACTG 320, the potential early predictors X for such Y are age, baseline HIV-1 RNA, baseline CD4, and the changes of RNA and CD4 from Week 0 to Week 8. Since it is relatively expensive to obtain the RNA measure, an important and interesting question is whether or not early RNA observations are needed to make a 'meaningfully better' prediction of the change of CD4 counts from baseline to Week 24 for a patient treated by this combination drug. For our analysis, 392 patients in ACTG 320 had baseline and Week 8 RNA and CD4 measures. The observed Y from these patients ranges from −100 to 734. To evaluate the added value from early RNA marker values, we first assume that the conditional mean of Y given Z has a parametric form of g(β Z) = β Z, where Z = (1, X ) , a 6 × 1 vector. Based on the estimating function (3), the point estimate of each component ofβ with its estimated standard error and corresponding p-value for testing zero covariate effect are given in Table 1 . Note that early changes of RNA values and CD4 counts are highly statistically significant. For this model, the apparent errorD(β) is 51 with an estimated standard error of 2·7 based on (5). The 0·95 confidence interval of D 0 is (46, 56), a rather tight interval from a clinical point of view. Next, consider another linear additive model whose Z does not include the baseline or early change of RNA. For this case,D(β) = 52 with the estimated standard error of 2·7. The corresponding confidence interval for the prediction error is (47, 57), which is practically identical to the previous interval estimate. Moreover, the 0·95 confidence interval for the difference between the prediction error for the full model and the one without RNA values via W in (12) is
Since this interval estimate is quite tight around 0, it suggests that there is no clinically meaningful improvement from a model which contains RNA information over the model without RNA values.
With the 10-fold crossvalidation method, the less-biased point estimates for predicted errors are 52 and 53 for models with and without RNA measures, respectively. The corresponding 0·95 confidence intervals are (47, 57) and (48, 58) based on the variance estimate (5) for the apparent error. Moreover, these intervals are almost identical to those estimated by standard nonparametric bootstrap methods via 500 bootstrap samples. For comparison, we also used a random crossvalidation as discussed in §2 with n t = 2n/3 and the 0·632-bootstrap method proposed by Efron & Tibshirani (1997) to evaluate the above two fitted models. The estimates for the difference of the prediction errors of these models are −0·50 and −0·63, respectively. To construct interval estimates based on the 0·632-bootstrap method, we generated 500 by 500 double-bootstrap samples to estimate the variance. The resulting 95% confidence interval for the difference of the prediction errors for the aforementioned two models is (−1·8, 0·6), which is practically identical to interval (13).
For the full model with predictors listed in Table 1 , the point estimate of the predicted error is about 51, which is relatively large from a clinical point of view. This, coupled with very tight interval estimates, suggests that further research may be needed to identify potentially more important predictors in addition to early changes in CD4 count. However, it seems clear that early RNA measures do not add much value for predicting the patient's immune response.
The second example comes from a prostate cancer study, which examines whether or not certain 'baseline' bio-and clinical markers are helpful for predicting tumour penetration, a binary response variable (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000, Ch. 1) . Potential predictors include age, race, digital rectal exam (no nodule, left nodule, right nodule or bilobar nodule), detection of capsular involvement in rectal exam (DCI), prostate-specific antigen (PSA), tumour volume obtained from ultrasound (TV) and total Gleason Score (GS). A total of 376 subjects with complete data are included in this analysis.
For a binary Y , the estimating function (3) is the likelihood score function from the standard logistic regression model. First we fitted the data with an additive logistic regression based on the above potential predictors. In Table 2 , we present the point estimates of regression coefficients and their standard error estimates. Note that the coefficient for prostate-specific antigen is highly significant. With this model and the binary decision rule, I {g(β Z 0 ) 0·5}, the apparent error for estimating the misclassification rate is 0·24. With M = 1000 perturbation samples {G i } in (9), the 0·95 confidence interval for the error rate is (0·19, 0·29). The corresponding point estimate and 0·95 interval based on 10-fold crossvalidation are 0·27 and (0·21, 0·33), respectively. The estimates from random crossvalidation with n t = 2n/3 are 0·26 and (0·20, 0·31). With 500 by 500 double bootstrap 304 LU TIAN, TIANXI CAI, ELS GOETGHEBEUR AND L. J. WEI samples, the 0·632-bootstrap method gives an estimate of 0·25 and a 0·95 confidence interval of (0·21, 0·30). Since prostate-specific antigen is a routinely used, but controversial, biomarker for diagnosis of prostate cancer, it is interesting to examine how much accuracy the prostatespecific antigen would add for predicting tumour penetration. To this end, we fitted the data with another logistic model, which is identical to the first model but does not include PSA. With the apparent error, the estimateˆ in (12) for the difference of prediction errors between the second and first models is 0·021 with 0·95 confidence interval (−0·020, 0·062). The 10-fold crossvalidation estimate is 0·018 with a 0·95 interval of (−0·023, 0·059), while the 0·632-bootstrap estimate is 0·017 and its 0·95 interval is (−0·012, 0·045). These indicate that PSA adds rather modest value, if any, on top of other variables, for predicting tumour penetration.
EVALUATING FINITE-SAMPLE PROPERTIES OF THE INTERVAL ESTIMATORS
To examine finite-sample performance of the proposed inference procedures based on the apparent error and its crossvalidation counterparts, we conducted an extensive simulation study under various scenarios mimicking the above two examples. For the first part of the simulation study, we let the response Y be the CD4 count change from Week 0 to 24 and let X be the five predictors discussed in the aforementioned ACTG 320 study. We assume that X is normal with mean and covariance matrix estimated from the observed data. Given X, the response Y is generated from a linear model with covariate vector (1, X ) and a zero-mean normal error. The model parameters, the regression coefficients and the variance of the error were chosen using the least squares estimates from the observed data, as shown in Table 1 .
We generated 1000 independent sets of {(Y i , X i ), i = 1,. . . , 392}, and fitted four different working models to each realized dataset. These models are linear, additive models involving different vectors Z of covariates. The covariate vector Z of the first model is (1, X ) , which is the deterministic part of the true model. The second model has three covariates, namely age, baseline RNA and baseline CD4. The third model has age, CD4 count at baseline and early change in CD4 count as its covariates. The fourth model, an overfitted one, involves the above five predictors and all their squares and first-order interactions. For each model, we obtained the empirical absolute prediction errors via the apparent error, 10-fold crossvalidation and two random crossvalidations with n v = n/3 and n v = n/10. For random crossvalidation, we generated 200 random training and validation sets for each realized dataset. The variance estimators of the empirical prediction errors were obtained via 500 sets of perturbations. 0·06  0·24  0·07  0·92  0·95  0·95  0·95  II  −0·71  0·06  0·21  0·06  0·94  0·94  0·94  0·94  III  −0·54  0·09  0·21  0·09  0·93  0·94  0·94  0·95  IV  −3·17  0·29  1·02  0·28  0·66  0·93  0·91  0·93 Model I: E(Y |X) = intercept + age + baseline RNA + RNA change + baseline CD4 + CD4 change; Model II: E(Y |X) = intercept + age + baseline RNA + baseline CD4; Model III: E(Y |X) = intercept + age + baseline CD4 + CD4 change; Model IV: E(Y |X) = intercept + five predictors from Model I + all 2nd-order terms.
In Table 3 , for each case we report the empirical bias and coverage probability of the confidence interval with nominal level of 0·95. Note that the true prediction error for each model is approximated with 5000 fresh, independent sets of
The coverage probability of the 0·95 interval estimate based on the apparent error is only 0·66 for Model IV. On the other hand, the crossvalidation point estimates and the corresponding interval estimates perform quite well. For comparison, we also implemented the 0·632-bootstrap method for each dataset. For all cases studied here, the bias and mean squared error of the 0·632-bootstrap estimator are very similar to those for 10-fold crossvalidation.
For the second part of the simulation study, we mimicked the prostate cancer example and generated the binary outcome Y based on a logistic regression model with conditional probability g(−7·50 + 0·96GS + 0·73DE l + 1·51DE r + 1·39DE b ), where g(s) = {1 + exp(−s)} −1 , GS is the Gleason score and DE l , DE r and DE b are indicators for the nodule of the rectal exam being left, right and bilobar, respectively. The regression coefficients for the above model are obtained by fitting the observed data from the prostate cancer study with this specific logistic regression model via maximum likelihood. The vector X of predictors was generated repeatedly by sampling with replacement from the original dataset. We generated 2000 sets of datasets {(Y 0 , Z 0 ), (Y i , X i ), i = 1,. . . , n}, and fitted four different working models to each dataset . Model I is the true model. Model II has only PSA and PSA 2 as its covariates. Model III has the probit link and PSA and GS as its covariates. Model IV is a logistic model which contains Age, PSA, TV, GS, Rectal Exam, all quadratic terms of the continuous covariates and all the first-order interactions between the continuous covariates. Here, the binary prediction rule is I {g(β Z) 0·5}. We computed the empirical prediction errors for the apparent error, 10-fold crossvalidation and two random crossvalidations with n v = n/3 and n v = n/10. As in the first part of the simulation study, for random crossvalidation we generated 200 random training and validation sets for each realized dataset. The variance estimators of the empirical prediction errors were obtained via 500 sets of perturbations.
In Table 4 , we report the empirical bias and the coverage probability of the 0·95 confidence interval for each model and estimation procedure with n = 200. It is interesting to note that, with respect to bias, the apparent error is only slightly worse than its crossvalidation counterparts. Moreover, all confidence interval estimates appear to have reliable coverage probabilities even for the extremely overfitted model. Table 4 . Empirical bias and coverage probability for the apparent error (AE), the 10-fold crossvalidation (CV-10) and random crossvalidations (RCV 1/3 and RCV 1/10 ) with n = 200 Bias Coverage probability Model AE CV-10 RCV 1/3 RCV 1/10 AE CV-10 RCV 1/3 RCV 1/10 I − 0·007  0·004  0·005  0·004  0·97  0·97  0·98  0·97  II  −0·022  0·018  0·026  0·019  0·95  0·95  0·95  0·96  III  −0·011  0·006  0·009  0·006  0·97  0·95  0·98  0·96  IV  −0·009  0·005  0·006  0·005  0·97  0·95  0·97 
REMARKS
We have derived model evaluation procedures for continuous and binary responses for which the L 1 prediction error is a meaningful, physically interpretable metric. Based on the results of our numerical studies, we recommend the use of interval estimates centred at the crossvalidation point estimates for the prediction error. For a nominal or ordinal discrete response variable, other distance functions between the predicted and observed may be more appropriate.
We have used the simple estimating function in (3) to estimate the parameters of the fitted model, but have usedD(β) in (2) for model evaluation. It would be ideal to use the same criterion for both stages, estimating β byβ, which minimizesD(β) based on the training set, and then estimating the prediction error withD(β) based on the validation set. Unfortunately, it is not clear that the resultingβ would converge to a constant vector, as n increases, so as to justify the large-sample distribution ofD(β). Moreover, when Y is binary, we find that such a minimizerβ may not exist.
When Y i , i = 1,. . . , n, are continuous event times, but possibly censored, it is not clear how to estimate the prediction error D 0 in (1), especially when the support of the censoring is much shorter than that of the event time. On the other hand, if one is interested in predicting certain t-year survival probabilities, it seems possible to develop model evaluation procedures using approaches similar to those taken here for the case with a binary outcome.
Suppose that there are two predictors, an inexpensive X (1) and an expensive or invasive X (2) . An important and interesting question is whether and when X (2) could improve the prediction of a future Y 0 after observing X (1) . Further research on this topic is highly warranted. 
is strictly increasing and E(ZZ ) is strictly positive definite, the root is unique.
One now needs to check (A1). For a continuous response variable
To show that there is a unique solution to the estimating equation S(β) = 0, almost surely, one simply replaces the expectation E in d(t; b) = b E{S(tb)} with the expected value taken under the empirical distribution generated by
Lastly, since S(β) is monotone in β, it converges to E{S(β)} uniformly in any compact set of β 0 in probability. It follows thatβ converges to β 0 in probability, as n → ∞.
APPENDIX 2
Large sample properties ofD(β) First, we show thatD(β) − D 0 converges to 0 in probability, as n → ∞. Since the conditional density or probability mass function of Y 0 given Z 0 is continuously differentiable, E|Y 0 −Ŷ (β Z 0 )| is continuously differentiable in β. Moreover, since g(·) is strictly increasing and Z is bounded, it follows from a uniform law of large numbers (Pollard, 1990, Ch. 8 
goes to 0, where is a compact parameter set containing β 0 . This, coupled with the convergence of β to β 0 , implies that {D(β) − E|Y 0 −Ŷ (β Z 0 )|} converges to 0 in probability.
To derive the large sample distribution ofD(β), first, since g(·) is differentiable,
where A(β) is defined by (6). Secondly, we show that the class of functions indexed by β, 
δ} is therefore a Donsker class. It follows that in both cases the process n 1/2 [D(β) − E{D(β)}] is stochastic equicontinuous at β 0 . This, coupled with the fact that E{D(β)} is continuously differentiable at β 0 and (A2), implies that
where d(β) is defined by (7) and
Thus, n 1/2 {D(β) − D 0 } converges in distribution to a zero-mean normal random variable. Moreover, η i for the variance estimator (5) is obtained by replacing all the theoretical quantities for η i in (A2) with their empirical counterparts.
APPENDIX 3
Large sample properties ofD For each partition
where {ξ i ; i = 1,. . . , n} are n exchangeable discrete random variables uniformly distributed over {1, 2,. . . , K}, independent of the data, which satisfy
. . , n}, it follows from the standard large-sample expansion of a smooth estimating function that
Then, using the same argument as in Appendix 2, one can show that n 1/2 {D (k) (β (−k) ) − D 0 } is asymptotically equivalent to 
APPENDIX 4
Large Sample Properties ofD For a 'random' crossvalidation, suppose that n v = n(1 − ρ) and n t = nρ, and let ζ i = 1 and 0 indicate that the ith observation belongs to the training and validation sample, respectively. Then {ζ i , i = 1,. . . , n} are independent and identically distributed and are independent of the data with pr(ζ i = 1) = ρ. Letβ t denote the estimator of β 0 obtained from the training sample. It follows from the standard large sample expansion around β 0 that
where = o p (1). Here and in the sequel, except when indicated otherwise, the probability and expectation are with respect to the product probability measure generated under {ζ i , i = 1,. . . , n} and {(Y i , Z i ), i = 1,. . . , n}. Furthermore, with arguments similar to those used in Newey & Smith (2004, p. 225) and Barndorff-Nielsen & Cox (1994, p. 304) , it can be shown that E| | = o(1) and E(n β t − β 0 2 ) < ∞. In addition, one can show that n 1/2 {D v (β t ) − D 0 } is asymptotically equivalent to 
and E 0 = sup |β−β 0 | ε 0 n 1/2 |D n (β) −D n (β 0 )|. It can then be shown that, for any sufficiently small ε 0 > 0,
where the notation means being bounded above up to a universal constant. It follows from Theorems 2.14.1 and 2.14.2 of van der Vaart & Wellner (1996) that E|E 0 | can be bounded using the bracketing or uniform entropy integral of the class of functions 
